1. Introduction Let A be a nite dimensional associative hereditary algebra over some base eld k which is representation-nite. In case k is algebraically closed, Gabriel 4] showed that the isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules correspond bijectively to the positive roots of the corresponding semisimple complex Lie algebra g, and this result was extended to arbitrary base eld by . It is natural to ask whether it is possible to recover a Lie algebra structure in terms of the representation theory of A. This was successfully attained by Ringel ( 10] , 11]). Let K(mod A) be the free abelian group with a basis indexed by the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules. He showed that K(modA) is the Chevalley Z-form of n + and hence K(modA) Z C and n + are isomorphic Lie algebra, where g = n ? h n + is a triangular decomposition of !g.
Ringel considered the case A over nite elds and ltrations of nite A-modules. He proved the existance of Hall polynomials for the ltrations and got an associative algebra which is called the Hall algebra of A, denoted by H q (A), by using as structure constants the number of ltrations or evaluations of Hall polynomials at various values. H 1 (A) C is just the universal enveloping algebra of K(mod A) C and H 1 (A) is quite analogous to the Kostant Z-form for a simple complex Lie algebra.
Similar investigations were also given by Scho eld 15] and Riedtmann 9] to consider the Euler characteristic of corresponding varieties instead of Hall polynomials.
Another advance in the representation theory of nite dimensional algebras is the theory of derived category due to Happel ( 5] , 6]). The derived category of a nite dimensional algebra B, denoted by D b (B), is a triangulated category with the translation functor T. In particular, the category D b (B) was well described when B is a tilted algebra.Happel pointed out that the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in D b (A)=T 2 correspond bijectively to the root system of g ( not only positive roots ). For this reason, R = D b (A)=T 2 is called the root category. In 12], Ringel asked whether it is possible to use representations of algebras to recover the whole Lie algebra g and not only n + . The present article gives an a rmative answer for this question by using the root category R. Scho eld has constructed the complete The research was Supported by the fellowships from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (Peng) and by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and SFB(343) (Xiao).
Lie algebra g too, in a di erent way 15]. But we deal with the simply-laced and non-simply-laced ! cases in a uni ed way and our met hod is computable.
Unfortunately we can not nd an associative algebra related to R analoguous to the Hall algebra of A.We consider the triangles in R which are heritaged from D b (A), investigate the orbit space of all triangles of xed type under the actions of certain automorphism groups, prove that the Hall polynomials exist for the cardinality of this orbit spaces, and use the evaluations of Hall polynomials as structrue constants to get a Lie product. Particular interesting to us is that the Cartan subalgebra h is realized by the weighted Grothendieck group of R. We prove that h K(R) is a Z-form of g and hence (h K(R)) Z C ' g, where K(R) is the free abelian group with a basis indexed by the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in R. The isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in R constitute a Chevalley basis of g. In! some sense, our description for g may be considered as a global version of semisimple complex Lie algebras.
Although the de nition of Lie product is given only in terms of the root category R, if we compute u M ; u N ] for indecomposables M and N, except the case N ' TM and then u M ; u N ] = H M , it coincides with that of M and N as modules of a hereditary algebra, which is de ned by Ringel. In 10] Ringel gave a complete list of all nontrivial Hall polynomials which occur for a representation-nite hereditary algebra A. So the structure constants for the Lie product of n + can be easily calculated. Our investigation implies that the calculation of Ringel actually provide all possibilities of Hall polynomials for R and of structure constants for the whole g. Under the covering functor F, the isomorphism T of D b (A) induces an isomorphism of R, denoted still by T. Then T 2 = 1 in R. Although we don't know if R may become a triangulated category, we will point out that it has enough good triangles for our aim. Let us introduce the following notation.
Let C be an additive category together with a translation functor T and a set of sextuples in C. We call (C; T; ) an 0 almost 0 triangulated category and the elements 
Lie algebra arising in a root category
Let C be a 0 almost 0 triangulated categry over a central eld k. In general, we assume that any object in C can be decomposed into the direct sum of nitely many indecomposable ones and the endomorphism ring of any indecomposable object is a nite dimensional local algebra over k. For any indecomposable object X, we denote d(X) = dim k (End C X= rad End C X). Now 
with X i , Y i and Z i being indecomposable. We still denote in G w (C) by H M] the corresponding basis element in the free ablian group, and instead of H M] we usually write H M We also will consider the Grothendieck group of C as usual, denoted by G(C), it is the quotient of a free ablian group with a basis f M] j M To prove the theorem, It su ces to show the Jacobi identity. We need the following preparation. We remove the proofs of Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 to Section 5. Let P(1); ; P(n) be a complete set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective A?modules. For an A?module X, its dimension vector is de ned by dim X = (l( End A P(i) Hom A (P(i); X))) n i=1 . The map X ! dim X induces an isomorphism of G W (A) with Z n . This can be extended to R. If X 2 R, then there is M 2 D b (A) such that FM = X. We can write M = (M i ; d i ), a complex over A, and obtain dimX = dimM = P i2Z (?1) i dimM i : Note that we use two di erent notations to represent a same thing, in fact, H X and dimX are essentially same. As pointed out in 5], the map dim induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecomposables in R and the root system (R) , where the Dynkin graph of (R) is just the graph of any complete section of R. Denote by g( (R)) the simple ! Lie algebra with the root system (R). Our main result is the following. Then Serre's Theorem tells us that there exists a natural epimorphism from g( (R)) to G Z C; which maps g ; 2 (R); to the subspace of G Z C generated by u X where X is indecomposable such that dim X = , and maps h i to ?H S i for 1 i n.
Of course it must be an isomorphism.
In the de nition of the Lie algebra G = H N; the structure constants are always integral. The set f u M j M 2 ind R g constitute a Z?basis of g( For the non-simply-laced cases ( B n ; C n ; F 4 ; G 2 ), the 0 weighted 0 is really necessary. So it is enough to show that for any M 2 ind R we have
this
For any E 2 , by the Proposition 2.1 we have
It follows from Lemma 2.5
Hence by Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 we have
Similarly we have According to Lemma 2.6, for any E 2 we have
We will use the following two facts: 
However, we have T 2 = 1 in R. So we obtain
as required.
Proof of Theorem 4. 
